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The West Point Class of 1861 graduated on the eve of the American Civil War as a class
defined by regional and political lines. As the secession crisis heated up, cadets appointed from
southern states resigned and went south, some just two weeks shy of graduating, while northern
cadets remained at West Point. Two months after graduation, the class exhibited their military
ability and the value of their training during the Manassas Campaign in July of 1861. They also
demonstrated a commitment of duty to the causes and countries they fought for. Furthermore,
they showed devotion to each other, even as they fought on opposite sides of the war. The Civil
War careers of six exemplary members of the class demonstrated the influence and significance
of West Point to the war.

1
The United States Military Academy at West Point produced the professional officer
corps that characterized leadership on both sides of the Civil War. West Point created men who
formed great soldiers out of volunteers and led straight from the front. Duty was one of the core
principles of the Academy, but in 1861, with the country on the brink of war, the definition of
duty was very unclear. Sectional conflict split apart the class that graduated in May of 1861. In
order to fulfill and remain faithful to their separate duties, classmates fought with and against
each other during the war. They parted ways at West Point that spring just prior to graduation.
The class motto was Fidele A Outrance--Faithful Unto Death. For northern and southern
cadets, faithfulness towards a cause, towards duty, and towards each other seemed impossible on
the eve of the Civil War, yet all of them proved ardently faithful in the years to come. The Class
of 1861’s service during the war was shaped by the ideals of duty, discipline and dedication that
they learned at West Point. It defined the careers of Adelbert Ames, Henry W. Kingsbury,
Edmund Kirby, John Pelham, Thomas L. Rosser, Emory Upton and their classmates. Their
service at the Battle of First Manassas showed how West Point influenced the war at large.
The Class of 1861 entered West Point in the summer of 1856. They came from all over
the county, some as far away as Texas, Missouri and Oregon Territory. One cadet came from the
village of Buttermilk Falls, just one mile from the Academy. Twelve members of the class were
born in future Confederate states. Eight cadets were appointed at large. That summer, ninetythree young men between the age of sixteen and twenty-one received conditional appointments.
Following entrance examinations, seventy-one were admitted. Only forty-five of them were
destined to graduate five years later.1
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As a whole, the Class of 1861 had an exemplary record. Six of them emerge apart from
the rest. They came from different class standings, but all had exceptional military careers. To
their classmates, they were well-loved and well-remembered. Adelbert Ames, appointed from
Rockland, Maine, was already twenty-one in 1856. As a teenager, Ames worked on a clipper
ship and was almost too old to be appointed. The congressman who nominated his appointment
described him as “one of the best young men in my district.”2 Henry W. Kingsbury, son of
Mexican War hero Major Julius Kingsbury, received an appointment with influence from his
brother-in-law, future Confederate General Simon Bolivar Buckner, who graduated in the Class
of 1844. Kingsbury was considered by his classmates to be one of the most promising officers.3
Edmund Kirby, from Brownville, New York, was the son of an army paymaster and the
grandson of Jacob Brown, a hero of the War of 1812. Kirby was one of the youngest of the class,
just sixteen when he was appointed at large.4 Fellow New Yorker Emory Upton, from Batavia,
and was deemed, “qualified in every respect,” after spending two years studying at Oberlin
College before his appointment to West Point.5
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There were also cadets from southern states. John Pelham, from Jacksonville, Alabama,
was appointed to West Point on March 18, 1856. On the same day seven years later, Pelham died
in Confederate service.6 His best friend and roommate at the Point was Tom Rosser, born in
Virginia but appointed from Texas. Rosser reported to West Point too early, and as a result, lived
in Buttermilk Falls for six months before he reported in early July. Rosser and Pelham were both
were assigned to the cadet battalion’s Company D, composed of taller cadets. Pelham, slightly
shorter than Rosser, initially padded his shoes with newspaper in order to maintain the height
requirement to stay with his roommate.7

Figure 1. John Pelham in 1858.8
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Figure 2. Edmund Kirby in 1861.9
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Also included in the ranks of the Class of 1861 was Orville E. Babcock, future aide-decamp to Ulysses S. Grant and later Private Secretary to President Grant. Future Delaware Senator
Henry A. Dupont graduated at the top of the class. Dupont earned the Medal of Honor at the
Battle of Cedar Creek in 1864, where he was the Chief of Artillery for Philip Sheridan’s Army of
the Shenandoah. Another artillerist, Charles E. Hazlett, a turnback from the class of 1860, went
on to command Battery D, 5th U.S Artillery during the war. This was the same battery that he and
other cadets had drilled with prior to the outbreak of fighting. During the Battle of Gettysburg in
1863, Hazlett’s Battery defended Little Round Top long enough for infantry to arrive and protect
the Union left flank. The class also included Judson Kilpatrick, nicknamed, “Kill Cavalry,” for
his vicious command of Union cavalry during the war. He led the ill-fated Dahlgren Raid on
Richmond in 1864, and commanded cavalry during the Atlanta and Savannah campaigns.10
The Class of 1861 spent July and August in summer encampment, during one of the
hottest summers recorded on the Hudson River. There, the new plebes learned to be soldiers. An
1862 graduate recalled that, during plebe summer encampment, “the rigid discipline and castiron routine of every-day life, which at first seem so artificial and needlessly emphasized,
become familiar and really easy of observance.”11 Plebes had artillery and infantry drill, received
dancing instruction, and walked guard duty. Only upperclassmen could attend dances, or “hops”
at the West Point Hotel in the evenings, and plebes were at their mercy when they returned.
Upperclassmen frequently pulled sleeping plebes out of their tents by the heels as a prank.
Rosser tangled with an older cadet after he was jerked out of his tent and beaten up afterwards.
Some First Classmen heard of the incident and disapproved of the cruelty toward a plebe. They
encouraged Rosser to go after the other cadet and organized a fight. Rosser trounced his
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opponent. One of the sympathetic upperclassman recalled, “I did not wonder at the fellow calling
out “enough” when I found that Rosser had the latter's thumb between his teeth.”12 Thrown
together that summer, plebes formed friendships that lasted beyond their tenure at the Academy.
Henry Dupont and his roommate, Llewellyn Hoxton of Virginia, started as tentmates and spent
the next five years as roommates, as did Pelham and Rosser.13 At the end of August, the Corps
moved back into the barracks to begin the strict, regimented academic study that defined West
Point’s instruction.

Figure 3. Tom Rosser in 1858.14

Figure 4. Henry Kingsbury in 1861.15

The class spent five years at the Academy, one of only three to do so. The five-year
course experiment began in 1854 in order to increase the effectiveness of military training and
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address shortcomings in the course of study. Criticisms of the course had existed since the 1830s.
The academic board recommended adding a year to the four-year course in 1846, but the
outbreak of the Mexican War interrupted these plans. It was not until 1854 when the five-year
experiment was tried, with influence from then-Secretary of War Jefferson Davis. Over 100
cadets were admitted that summer and split into two sections. Those over the age of eighteen
graduated in 1858 after four years, while the younger cadets became the first five-year Class of
1859. The classes of 1860 and May 1861 were also five-year classes.16
The five-year course allowed for additional time and focus on academics and tactical
study. At the same time, it retained a high quality of instruction. Additionally, it addressed
shortcomings in the instruction of English, history, geography, and language. New courses were
added to include Spanish, history, geography and military law. The cadets entering West Point in
1856 were the first to be educated in Spanish, with the new southwestern territory of the United
States in mind. They received more instruction in military engineering and the science of war
than under the four-year course.17
In September of 1856, Colonel Richard Delafield was appointed the Academy’s
superintendent for the second time. Delafield was widely unpopular among cadets. Pelham called
him “an arbitrary Superintendent, and a hypocritical and deceitful man.”18 Kirby, writing home
for drawing instruments, cautioned his family, “You must not put my name upon it in any place
for if you do Old Delafield would get hold of it. That would be last I should hear of it.”19 This
was in contrast to Major William J. Hardee, the commandant of cadets, who was also appointed
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in 1856.20 Although a strict disciplinarian, Hardee was more well-liked and respected than
Delafield. When he left the Academy, the Corps serenaded him on his last night. Nathanial R.
Chambliss, who graduated with the class but resigned later, married Hardee’s daughter. Hardee
was far more well-known for his infantry tactical manual that emphasized speed and flexibility.
He instituted his modern tactical system on the Corps in 1856. According to an assistant
instructor of infantry tactics, using Hardee’s system in instruction “double[d] the efficiency of
the troops so taught. The celerity of movement, the facility of diminishing distances by moving
on the shortest lines, and the rapidity with which changes from column to line, and the reverse,
can be made without halting, enable a body of troops to multiply itself on the field of battle.”21
As Fifth Classmen, the class studied mathematics, English studies, history and
geography, as well as fencing and drills for artillery and infantry. In their second year, the Fourth
Class would take the same subjects, with the addition of French language, considered necessary
for reading modern military theory at the time. Fourth classmen also practiced on the rifle range
and received saber instruction. Cadets were in class six and half days a week. Grades were based
on daily recitations.22 After passing examinations in January of their first year, plebes were
officially sworn into the Corps. Those who did not pass were “found,” and dismissed. When
sworn into the Corps, cadets signed an oath of allegiance, promising to “serve the Army of the
United States for eight years,” and to “obey the orders of the President of the United States.” The
oath designated them by their home states rather than United States.23
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Cadets received demerits or “skins” for innumerable violations, and the number of
demerits racked up hurt a cadet’s standing in his class. Pelham and Rosser received plenty of
demerits for laughing in ranks, talking in class, and lateness. The two ended their tenure at the
Academy with nearly the same number, both over 500. Both frequently came close to the annual
limit.24 Upton collected far fewer demerits but described them as “wrong only in the sight of a
military man,” rather than morally wrong.25 Ames believed that demerits were, “essential to
discipline,” 26 and as a result had just eleven at the end of his first year.27

Figure 5. Adelbert Ames in 1861.28

24

Figure 6. Emory Upton in 1861.29
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By the end of June examinations, fifty-nine cadets remained in the now-Fourth Class.
Ames and Kingsbury ranked second and third, respectively.30 Summer brought the arrival of new
“animals” to the Academy, which, “created more excitement in the corps than I have seen for
some time,” according to one new yearling.31 The class that entered West Point in 1857 included
the colorful figure of George Armstrong Custer, “a light-hearted and gallant fellow,”32 and two
heroes of Gettysburg, Patrick O’Rourke and Alonzo Cushing, as well as future Confederate
cavalry general Pierce M.B. Young.33
Rosser was nearly dismissed from the Academy that summer after involving himself in a
fight between two other cadets. On the parade ground, First Captain William Paine ordered
Charles Jesup back into ranks, but Jesup refused the order. Instead, he grabbed a sword and went
at Paine, joined by Edwin Stoughton, who called for more swords to “run the villain through.”34
Rosser then entered the fray with Stoughton and Jesup, hitting Paine and raising a sword at him.
A cadet who witnessed the fight wrote, “there was some very pretty fencing.”35 All three were
arrested and court-martialed. The trial, held in September, looked grim for Rosser’s future. A
friend described his case as “the worst.”36 Rosser was found guilty of “conduct prejudicial to
good order and military discipline,” but not dismissed. Instead, Rosser, Jesup and Stoughton
were sentenced to stay within cadet limits for four months, and to spend alternate weeks outside
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of classes and duties in solitary confinement.37 Not for the first time, Rosser’s penchant for
fighting nearly jeopardized his career.
Camaraderie existed regardless of homes and political beliefs, and friendships easily
formed in the small Corps. They soon became known by the nicknames they gave each other.
Kirby was always “Ned” to his classmates. Pelham acquired the name “Sallie” during his first
year for apparently girlish looks, and Rosser was dubbed the obligatory “Tex.”38 In the winter,
cadets skated on the Hudson River, usually northerners teaching southerners. To compensate for
the low quality of the food in the mess hall, they snuck into each other’s rooms and cooked illicit
“hashes,” over the gas jets that heated the barracks. Braver cadets snuck out at night and “ran” to
Benny Havens’ tavern in Buttermilk Falls. The food at Benny’s was more popular than the drink
but getting caught off limits brought punishment. Benny kept a lookout for approaching tactical
officers who visited him for the same reason as the cadets.39 In these gatherings, regional
differences between cadets were nonexistent.
After two years at the Point, the class had one furlough in the summer of 1858. Returning
as Third Classmen in the fall, they undertook riding instruction. The riding hall was the largest in
the country at the time, built under then-Superintendent Robert E. Lee in 1855. Cavalry tactics,
in addition to mounted drill, had been added to the course of study in 1853. The horses were the
same horses used in artillery drill. As a result, riding instruction was less than popular with most
cadets, especially those who had not ridden before entering the Academy. 40 The Corps
considered Pelham and Rosser some of the best riders among them, and Pelham’s riding skills
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even became somewhat legendary even after the war. That did not mean they were immune from
rough instruction. Pelham received five demerits for “making use of highly profane language” in
the riding hall at the end of his Second Class year.41 Cadets frequently were injured while riding.
A horse kicked Pelham in the leg during saber drill and he spent a few days in the hospital
unable to walk.42 Upton reported a broken shoulder, “got in the riding-hall.”43 A cadet in the
Class of 1862 wrote that it was fortunate that, “Cadets, as well as cats, it is said, have nine
lives.”44
Third classmen concentrated on studying physics.45 They also had drawing instruction,
particularly grounded on topographical drawing. They began Spanish instruction and completed
French. Kirby expressed his low opinion of this part of the course of study, saying he, “never had
much desire to improve in the languages.”46 Similarly, Ames reported he had “finished also the
Spanish course. I cannot speak Spanish at all.”47 They continued with artillery and infantry drill.
Drills were practical instruction; cadets practiced infantry drills at company and battalion levels
that were based on regimental and division maneuvers. Artillery drills were done with the same
technology that was used in the Regular Army. 48
Morris Schaff, an 1862 graduate, remembered that while the rest of the country began to
feel the strain of the coming war, “at West Point there was absolute calm and peace in the late
1850s…Not a word was said about politics; days came and went; the river flowed on.”49 There
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were instances of fighting among cadets, but these were few and infrequent, and did not produce
lasting issues. John Brown’s Raid on Harper’s Ferry in October of 1859 changed that. The
Academy very quickly learned of the events in Virginia, as the father of cadet James B.
Washington was held hostage by Brown. Shortly after the raid, sectionalism between cadets
peaked. Emory Upton, the only abolitionist in the corps and vocal about it, attracted the attention
of southerner Wade Hampton Gibbes of the Class of 1860. Gibbes made remarks about Upton
and his associations at Oberlin College, which was one of the few colleges that accepted black
students in 1859. When Upton heard of the comments, he challenged Gibbes to a fight.50 Schaff
called it “distinctly political in every feature,” and the most significant event to occur at
antebellum West Point.51 The two fought with a large audience, split by northerners and
southerners. One southern cadet urged Gibbes to use his bayonet, causing Upton’s roommate,
John Rodgers, to challenge the others by saying, “If there are any more of you down there who
want anything, come right up.”52
The fight between Upton and Gibbes demonstrated the importance of national politics at
West Point. The Class of 1861 was defined by the political upheaval that characterized their final
years. Kirby, friends with many southerners, wrote home that he had “a very good opportunity to
judge …feelings of southerners as there are a good many here.”53 Sectional feelings tapered off
following the fight, but did not leave entirely. They remained until the eventual outbreak of war.
As the class entered its fourth year at West Point, political issues became far more prevalent.
However, it did not put an end to cadet friendships. At the end of the academic year, northerners
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and southerners celebrated the Class of 1860 with a send-off at Benny Havens. Rosser and
George Custer organized the illicit gathering for their graduating friends, including southerners
Stephen Dodson Ramseur and Wade Hampton Gibbes, and northerners Wesley Merritt and
Alexander Pennington. Pelham and Ames and other underclassmen also attended. The coming
war did not stop friendships at West Point, but several of the men at Benny Havens that night
would soon face each other on opposite sides of the battlefield.54
As political tensions simmered, the influence on cadet life became more apparent. The
Corps Dialectic Society, intended to be a debate group, had typically refrained from discussing
divisive political topics since the early 1850s. Instead, the club sponsored plays and literary
performances. One such play put on by cadets featured a swordfight between Judson Kilpatrick,
from New Jersey, and Jack Garnett, a Virginian in the Third Class. The fight took on sectional
strains, as some in the audience, “concluded it was the South against the North,” and cheered for
their side, calling out, “Kill him, Jack, kill him!” and, “Go for it, Kil!” Although the play became
distinctly political, Schaff pronounced it, “the funniest performance, I think, I ever witnessed.”55
When elections for President of the Dialectic Society were held in the spring, Pelham missed the
meeting while “calling on some ladies.” As a result of his absence, his classmates elected him
president for their senior year.56
The Second Class course provided the practical foundation for the Class of 1861’s future
military careers and proved highly influential in shaping them into soldiers. They studied
chemistry, ethics and logic and continued with drawing and riding instruction, but also received
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the bulk of their military studies curriculum. In addition to continuing practical drills, they began
theoretical tactical studies, which included cavalry tactics, equitation and outpost duty, infantry
tactics and strategy, heavy and light artillery tactics, grand tactics, as well as army organization,
logistics and administration. The five-year course allowed for an additional year to spread out
this study, which had previously been part of the First Class year.57
At the end of the academic year, Kingsbury ranked second in overall class standing, and
first in artillery tactics. Neither he nor Kirby had demerits for the whole year. Upton, who ranked
fifth in the spring of 1860, collected only five. On the other hand, Pelham ranked thirty-four out
of fifty, with his highest mark being nineteenth out of fifty in cavalry tactics. He ended the year
with 156 demerits, just under the 200 per year limit. Rosser had fewer demerits, 136 for the year,
but ranked forty-two out of fifty in class standing.58
The new First Class was given one month of leave, though it was staggered to allow for
enough First Classmen to run the summer encampment, as officers for the cadet battalion were
seniors. Kirby was made Captain of Company D, while Kingsbury was the Corps Adjutant.
Ames was one of three lieutenants for Company B.59 Pelham, likely subbing for a classmate on
leave, wrote to his father that, “I have been Acting Lieutenant ever since I got back from
leave.”60 Seniors also ran hops for cadets and visiting ladies at the West Point Hotel during the
summer. Kingsbury likely met his future wife, Eva Taylor, at the hotel. In August, while in the
company of several girls visiting the hotel, Pelham failed to notice the approach of Commandant
Hardee. He earned five demerits and seven days confinement to the guard tent for his “highly
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disrespectful conduct,” since he failed to rise and salute Hardee.61 In September, he apologized
to his brother for not writing him, saying “if you knew how busy I had been this last
encampment you could not have blamed me much. I devoted all my time, talents, and energies to
the fair sex.”62
There were changes among the staff in the 1860 during the final year at West Point. John
F. Reynolds was appointed the new Commandant of Cadets in September of 1860. Reynolds, a
veteran of the Mexican War, graduated from West Point in 1841. This choice proved
providential. Hardee, from Georgia, would resign from the army during the secession crisis.
Reynolds provided more staunch leadership during a time of political conflict.63 In addition to
Reynolds, there were new tactical officers and instructors. Lieutenant Charles Griffin took over
instruction of Artillery tactics, and Lieutenant Fitzhugh Lee became the tactical officer of
Company D and a cavalry instructor. Lee, from Virginia and nephew of Robert E. Lee, faced
divided loyalty as the secession crisis heated up in 1860.64 Another instructor at West Point was
O.O. Howard, who taught math. Howard also held a prayer meeting for cadets that Kirby and
Upton both attended.65 Two future Confederate generals were also instructors in the late 1850s.
John Pegram was an assistant cavalry instructor, and Porter Alexander became an assistant
engineering instructor after his graduation in 1857.66
In their senior year, the class undertook some of the most important and influential
curriculum of their course of study. They continued artillery, cavalry, infantry drills and riding
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instruction. They also studied law, history and conduct, which included military and American
history, military law, and study of the Articles of War. Also in the course was mineralogy and
geology, useful for officers posted to the frontier for finding mineral deposits and water supplies.
In addition, the First Class learned ordnance, chiefly concerned with the study of manufacturing
weapons, and gunnery, which included trajectory, artillery theory and organization. There was
also practical engineering, made up of both theoretical instruction and drills on military
surveying, siege material, pontoon bridges and mines. Kirby wrote to his brother of the serious
nature of his studies, “I am at present studying civil engineering, law, ordnance and geology—so
that you need not be surprised to find me possessed of a smartening of everything when you see
me again.”67 Upton reported that he was getting “painfully smart.”68
Foremost in importance was the study in the Department of Military and Civil
Engineering. The department was headed by Dennis Hart Mahan, an 1824 graduate. After
graduation, Mahan became an assistant engineering professor and then spent four years studying
at the French School of Applied Artillery and Engineering in Metz. 69 Upon returning to West
Point, he was appointed the department chair in 1830. “Deadly”70 Mahan’s course was
considered the capstone of West Point’s curriculum. Seniors studied civil and military
engineering and the science of war under him. It is surprising to note that under the five-year
course, cadets had instruction on the science of war for only twenty-five hours—and just eight
hours in the four-year course. West Point was fundamentally an engineering school that taught
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cadets to make war as a science based on math and engineering. Mahan’s course reflected this.71
His course on military engineering stressed fortifications, both permanent and in the field. Cadets
learned fortification drawing, attack and defense, sieges, and frontier defense in addition to
construction of fortified positions, entrenchments and batteries. French ideas heavily influenced
Mahan.
Engineering instructor George Cullum believed that there should be more focus on the art
and science of war. Even under the five-year course, Cullum thought that it was “made
subordinate to almost every branch of instruction at the Academy,” and that good officers could
not be produced “without a more thorough knowledge of the science of war.”72 In this course, as
with engineering, Mahan drew on French and Napoleonic historical example, but in a way that
could be applied to officers posted on the frontier. He was famous for preaching reason and
practicality in warfare; cadets gave him the sobriquet “Old Cobbon Sense” for his frequent use
and pronunciation of the phrase.
Mahan used one of his most important works, Elementary Treatise on Advanced-Guard,
Out-Post, and Detachment Service of Troops, as a textbook for his course. It was designed for
officers training militia and volunteer soldiers.73 Outpost may have been less useful for an officer
posted on the frontier, but in the coming war would prove particularly influential. Nearly all the
members of the Class of 1861 would be involved in training volunteer troops, and the majority of
them would lead volunteer units. Outpost cemented their ability to do so.
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Although his course was limited by time, Mahan’s ideas permeated all the tactical
instruction at the Academy and heavily influenced the curriculum throughout. He stressed
mobility and firepower, and the concentration of force on decisive points.74 Mahan’s school of
thought was modeled upon the Napoleonic theories of Antoine Henri Jomini. Mahan taught
Napoleon through Jomini. He used Jomini’s Summary of the Art of War as a textbook. Hardee’s
Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics and other prewar tactical manuals also reflected Jomini’s
influence.75
Mahan’s course was grounded in Jomini, but adherence to Jominian theory was not the
most important aspect of his limited course on the science of war. Rather, the principles of
common sense and his tactical theory defined in Outpost were the most significant aspects of the
First Class curriculum. In 1861, Jominian and Napoleonic theory was still prevailing military
thought. As a result, West Point, a modern military institution, modeled its tactical and
theoretical training on it. However, by the end of the war and certainly into the next decade,
Jomini became less relevant. Much of the modernization and reform of the army in the latter part
of the 19th Century occurred due to the post-war efforts of Emory Upton.76
The fall of 1860 proved to be an extremely contentious period in the United States, and
its effects reverberated throughout the Academy. Strong political feelings cropped up among the
Corps. Southern cadets began to threaten resignation while their states threatened secession.
Nowhere was this more visible than during the presidential election. Some southern cadets set up
a straw poll that put John C. Breckinridge, one of three Democrats running, as the winner. It also
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produced results that they did not expect—sixty-four votes for Abraham Lincoln’s Republican
ticket. A hunt went up to find the “Black Republicans” who had voted for Lincoln, and multiple
fights occurred because of it.77 Upton was likely one of the culprits who had voted for Lincoln.
After the election, he wrote to his sister, “I heartily rejoice that Abraham Lincoln is elected, and
that we have such a noble set of Republicans at Washington to meet this critical emergency.”78
Rosser was vehemently against Lincoln, and thought that the “honor and liberty of the
South…would be sacrificed by submission to Republican rule.”79 Kirby, a northern Democrat,
worried that “if forces of our Republican friends don’t come down a peg I am afraid that all will
not end well.”80 With political fights among cadets now commonplace, Henry Dupont thought
“things seem to be rapidly going from bad to worse.”81
On November 19, shortly after the election, Henry S. Farley, a Third Classman from
South Carolina, resigned and left the Academy, nearly a month before his state did. Others
followed suit as southern states scheduled secession conventions. This included popular
Alabamian Charles Ball. Ball was at the top of the Second Class and very popular. When he left,
his classmates carried him on their shoulders to the docks and waved goodbye until he was out of
sight.82 Some southerners remained conflicted about what to do. The choice was particularly
difficult for the First Class, due to graduate in a few months. Rosser wrote to Texas governor
Sam Houston asking for advice if Texas should secede. Houston urged him to do his best to
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graduate, so “that you may be prepared to assume the position to which your graduation would
entitle you.”83 Rosser also wrote to Jefferson Davis, still a Senator, in mid-December for the
same reason. He showed his willingness to resign, saying, “I can never receive a commission
under Mr. Lincoln.” He expressed a desire to graduate but also deep uncertainty about his course
of action. However, if Texas seceded, Rosser would “immediately renounce my allegiance to the
federal government” in order to tender his service to the South.84
At the same time, as other Alabama cadets were leaving, Pelham also asked for guidance.
He wrote Judge A.J. Walker, a family friend on the Alabama Supreme Court. In contrast to
Houston, Walker advised Pelham to resign once Alabama seceded.85 Like Rosser, Pelham was
determined to stay to graduate, but also faced a choice between his home and his country. He
wrote to his father, “I don’t see any honorable course other than tendering my resignation when
[Alabama] leaves the Union and offering my services to her. In this I did not wish to act
precipitately, but in a manner worthy of myself, of my family and of my section of the
country.”86
Alabama voted to leave the Union on January 11, 1861, joining four other states. Texas
would follow in February. Rosser and Pelham, however, stayed at West Point, hoping to
graduate. Three of their classmates from seceded states left in February and March. Pelham
spoke for all of them when he wrote, “It seems pretty hard that I should toil for four years & a
half for a diploma and then have to leave without it.”87 Both clearly felt duty towards their
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homes, but a conflict of loyalty. Duty was also serving in the army they had sworn an oath of
allegiance to, and these two duties were opposed to one another. Furthermore, their best friends
were vehemently against a cause they identified with. O.O. Howard observed the divisions
between the cadets he instructed and weighed the impact it would have on his profession,
writing, “A civil war is by far the most horrible for the officers of the Army. Associated together
by education & so many social ties, they will either shrink away into some other profession or
have to meet each other in deadly affray.”88
Adding to the tumultuous political atmosphere was the appointment of a new
superintendent. On January 23, 1861, Colonel P.G.T. Beauregard relieved Delafield. The change
was well-received, as the Corps universally disliked Delafield. One cadet wrote, “judging from
his appearance we think that we will like [Beauregard] very well.”89 His appointment was not to
last. Three days later, Beauregard’s home state of Louisiana left the Union. He was subsequently
reassigned before he could resign, and Delafield returned to the position. Beauregard resigned
from the army a few weeks later. In his five days at the Academy, he offered advice to one
southern cadet about leaving, saying, ‘“Watch me; and when I jump, you jump. What's the use of
jumping too soon?”’90
As cadets and officers began to leave the Academy, so did the West Point Battery, the
Regular artillery battery stationed there for cadet training. It was called to Washington D.C.
under Griffin’s command in order to be present for Lincoln’s coming inauguration. The Point
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lost an instructor and the guns and horses used for cavalry and artillery drill. The cadets gave
their battery three cheers and watched it go “with aching hearts…here was war indeed, though
none of us could realize it.”91
The fractures in the Corps increased in February, when lines were sharply drawn between
northern and southern cadets. On February 22, Jefferson Davis was sworn in as president of the
newly established Confederate States of America, made up of seven seceded states. On the same
day, to commemorate Washington’s Birthday, the cadets were marched to the chapel to hear his
Farewell Address read aloud. The Address stressed national unity and hearing it likely conflicted
or even angered the southern cadets and instructors in attendance. It was customary on holiday
evenings for the band, rather than drums, to play tattoo. That evening, as the band marched
toward the barracks, cadets watched from open windows. As it drew near, the band struck up
“The Star-Spangled Banner.” In response, George Custer and other northern cadets in Company
D cheered the band. In the room below them, led by Rosser, a group of southern cadets cheered
for “Dixie.” Cadets in other companies took up the cheers, “so cheer followed cheer…Rosser at
one window, Custer at another.” One of Custer’s companions remembered the poignant scene,
saying “Ah, it was a great night!”92
For these young men, duty looked very different from that of their classmates and
friends. Despite deeply held convictions, there was no animosity towards friends on the other
side. Ames remembered that in 1861, “political convictions were mutually respected.”93 Dupont
defended Pelham and Rosser in letters to his parents, writing that their decisions to serve with the
Confederacy were accepted by their northern friends. He thought Pelham’s decision was “quite
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right under the circumstances, as he cannot be expected to fight against his home and friends.”
However, when Pelham resigned, he did fight against his friends who stayed behind at the Point,
and his friends against him. Dupont heartbreakingly continued, “This civil war is the most
horrible thing that can be possibly conceived of.”94 Resolution was the only thing that would
prevent classmates from fighting classmates. According to Kirby, his class was “all looking
anxiously for…settlement in Washington.”95
With a Confederate government formed in Montgomery, Alabama, Rosser and Pelham
both wrote to its new president on February 27. The two letters are very similar, no doubt written
together, and advise Davis of their willingness to resign immediately in order to serve the
Confederacy. Rosser wrote, “I desire, sir, to devote my entire life to the military service of the
Confederate States.” 96 Neither letter explicitly offers their service. The two southerners also
expressed their desire to graduate and finish their education. According to Pelham, “you know
the importance of that portion of the Course still to be completed.”97 Neither wished to leave
behind the place that had been home for the last few years without completing their studies, let
alone leave to go off and fight against friends. However, the letters reveal a commitment to the
Confederate cause. Pelham furthered exposed this when writing to his sister-in-law, describing
himself as “a most ultra Secessionist.”98
Southerners were not the only cadets facing divided loyalties. Kingsbury’s family was
also split during the secession crisis. Kingsbury had New England roots, but his brother-in-law,
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Simon Bolivar Buckner, was from Kentucky and leaned towards the South. Buckner would
eventually accept a commission in the Confederacy. Kingsbury was planning to marry Eva
Taylor, from Tennessee, whose family was also split by the conflict. Eva’s sister was married to
South Carolinian David R. Jones, who had graduated from West Point in 1846. Jones resigned
from the army in February.99 For Kingsbury, the choice to remain with the Union meant fighting
against his family. The same was true for Kirby. Many of his cousins were entering Confederate
service, including future Confederate general Edmund Kirby Smith.100 Henry Dupont spoke for
all of them, saying, “if it is to be our lot to be employed in cutting our countrymen's throats and
fighting our dearest friends and class-mates, I am very sorry I ever came here.”101
As southerners continued to resign, those who remained continued their studies. By
remaining at the Academy, Rosser and Pelham were able to continue in Mahan’s important class.
The course sections on military engineering and the science of war were taught during the spring
term, as was practical engineering. In late March, Pelham checked Nolan’s Cavalry: Its History
and Tactics out of the library. Unlike other manuals on cavalry tactics, Nolan discussed the use
of horse artillery.102 In Alabama, his father wrote to Davis on behalf of his son. He recommended
Pelham for service in the Confederacy, saying, “I think he will make a good soldier.”103
The choice between resigning and staying to graduate was abruptly made for Pelham and
Rosser early in the morning of April 12, when Confederate forces in Charleston, South Carolina,
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fired on the Federal garrison at Fort Sumter in the harbor. The Confederates were under the
command of former West Point superintendent Beauregard. Among his battery commanders
were Wade Hampton Gibbes, the 1860 graduate who had fought with Upton, and Henry S.
Farley, the first cadet to resign. One of his aides was David R. Jones, soon to be Kingsbury’s
brother-in-law. The fort surrendered two days later. In response, President Lincoln called for
seventy-five thousand volunteers to put down the rebellion. There was no more possibility of the
resolution the cadets had hoped for. Virginia left the Union on April 17, and on the same day
Rosser and Pelham handed in their resignations from West Point, their training at an end. Pelham
wrote home, “I had hoped, fondly hoped, to graduate here…but Fate seems to have willed it
otherwise.”104
They left together on the morning of April 22, heading towards Pelham’s home in
Jacksonville, Alabama. For Rosser and Pelham, their country was the South, and their duty was
to serve it with everything they had learned, even though it meant taking up arms against their
friends. Dupont remembered of Pelham, “after a very sorrowful parting he left the Military
Academy…and I never saw him again.” Ames recalled, “When we separated in the spring of ’61
none took with him more affectionate regard than he.”105 The Jacksonville Republican reported
their arrival before they left for the Confederate capital in Montgomery. It described them as
“handsome, well-educated and promising young officers [who] will be quite an acquisition to our
army at this time. We predict for them a brilliant future.”106
For their classmates left behind, classes and studies continued normally, even as
Virginians continued to resign. Fitz Lee, the popular tactical officer and instructor, was one of
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them. Cadets remembered hearing the other officers serenading Lee the night before he left.107
Rumors circulated about an immediate graduation for the first and second classes. At the Naval
Academy in Annapolis, the senior class was immediately graduated and sent into active duty in
order to fulfill the need for officers.108 At West Point, thirty First Classmen signed a petition for
the Secretary of War requesting an early graduation as well. They also hoped to obtain
appointments that would be filled by civilians if they had to wait for a June graduation. Dupont
hesitated to sign the graduation request, and was reluctant even to fight in “this unnatural
contest.” His home state of Delaware remained in the Union, but many of his friends had
recently left to go south. He believed his duty was to fight for the Union, but found it, “to me a
most painful task—more so than I can express.”109
At the end of the month, orders came from Washington for both classes to graduate as
soon as possible. On May 6, two weeks after Pelham and Rosser had resigned, the forty-five
remaining members of the First Class were ordered to report to Washington. There was no
graduation ceremony. The graduates were required to take an oath of allegiance to the United
States before receiving their diploma. None refused, although six were from slave states. The
new graduates received thunderous applause from the underclassmen. Kingsbury, considered by
the underclassmen to be the “best type of soldier and gentleman,”110 gave a speech. Tully
McCrea, who would graduate in 1862, wrote that, “it was one of the most affecting scenes that I
ever saw in my life…as they bid us goodbye the tears rolled down their cheeks. The parting
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words of a great many were to stand by the old flag and do credit to the institution that they were
leaving…Never did a class leave here under such circumstances before.”111
The Second Class followed them in June, graduating a year early.112 Over the next few
weeks, six of the graduates of the May class resigned after receiving their commissions as other
states left the Union. Rather than having their resignations accepted, each was “dismissed for
tendering his resignation in the face of the enemy.”113 Several members of Congress attacked
West Point for fueling the “militant south” with officers for the Confederacy in the wake of
resignations of army officers and cadets. However, only eleven out of fifty members of the May
class joined the Confederates. This was on par with the total for all West Point graduates during
the war. Only twenty-six percent of all antebellum graduates fought for the South.114
The Class of 1861 spent five years at West Point and left it to be thrown into war against
their classmates and countrymen. They had formed friendships that went beyond different
backgrounds and would go beyond the war. The Academy’s training influenced their military
careers and ability. The class learned to be officers in summer encampments and through
leadership in the cadet battalion. Their course of study taught them math and science that
translated into engineering. To a lesser extent, they also learned tactics, strategy and the art of
war. Furthermore, the sectional conflict and the secession crisis taught the class how each of
them defined faithfulness, and the ideals of duty, honor and country. From the Point they took
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with them “their conduct and their character as men…their powers to do what she had taught
them to do as soldiers and officers, [and] all of her pride.”115
Two months after graduation, Ames, Kirby, Kingsbury, Pelham, Rosser and Upton went
to war on the fields of Manassas, Virginia. The battle proved influential to their careers and
showed them as competent and able officers and leaders, shaped by their experience at West
Point. Their roles at Manassas characterized how they would perform for the rest of the war.
According to Upton, “Our profession differs from all others. It is a profession of fate.”116
The First Battle of Manassas revealed the value of professional officers to the two
volunteer armies. For the Class of 1861, it was their first experience in battle and first test of
ability. As trained officers, all of them were engaged in drilling volunteers in May and June. In
Washington, Ames wrote to his former instructor O.O. Howard about his class, saying, “At
present all of us are attached to volunteer Companies…We have entire control of them commissioned officers and all.”117
The coming of war offered vacancies for quick promotions, and many of the graduates
were quickly promoted to first lieutenants. Ames was promoted within a week of graduating and
joined Griffin’s Battery which had left West Point in January. He reported to Howard, “I am
getting on well, learning something of regular service.”118 Kirby was assigned to the First
Artillery, Battery I, under the command of James B. Ricketts, who had served with Kirby’s
father in the Mexican War. Although both were Regular Artillery batteries, most of the gunners
were new recruits. Kingsbury, who had graduated fourth in his class, was commissioned as an
ordnance officer, but transferred into the Fifth Artillery. He was then assigned as acting aide-de-
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camp to General Irvin McDowell, who was in command of all Union forces in northeast
Virginia.119 Upton also found himself as a staff officer when he was selected to be the aide-decamp of General Daniel Tyler, who commanded the First Division in McDowell’s army. He
wrote to his sister of his excitement for a coming battle, saying, “an opportunity will soon
present itself for me to be under fire, and I would not miss it for all the world.”120
At the same time, their classmates in the Confederate army were also engaged in drilling
volunteers. In Richmond, Virginia, where the Confederate capital had been relocated, Rosser was
training a volunteer battery in the Washington Artillery battalion. The Washington Artillery was
part of the Confederate Army of the Potomac under the command of Rosser’s former
superintendent, P.G.T. Beauregard. A smaller Confederate army was stationed in the lower
Shenandoah Valley under Joseph E. Johnston. Pelham was commissioned a first lieutenant and
drill instructor in the Alburtis Battery, one of Johnston’s four batteries. The Alburtis Battery was
made up of volunteers from different Virginia counties and four outdated six-pounder cannons.
Captain Alburtis himself was elderly and held his rank out of respect and seniority.121
In July, Beauregard began moving his army north to defend the important railroad
junction at Manassas, where the Orange and Alexandria railroad connected with the Manassas
Gap railroad. Both rail lines formed the natural avenue of advance for the Union army to
advance on Richmond. Washington and the Union army were just thirty miles from Manassas,
and so Beauregard moved to defend it to protect Richmond. He arrayed his forces on a defensive
line at the crossings of Bull Run creek. McDowell, in Washington, had the largest army ever
seen on American soil, 35,000 troops. However, he was facing a deadline. Most of his troops had
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90-day enlistments, and these would be nearly over by the end of July. With pressure from
Lincoln to move on Richmond, McDowell took his green army westward towards Manassas on
July 16. If they could sweep aside Beauregard, the road to Richmond—and a quick end to the
war—would be open.

Figure 7. Dispositions of the Confederate and Federal armies in July of 1861.122
McDowell reached Centerville two days later. The Confederates heavily guarded the
crossings at Mitchell’s Ford and Union Mills Ford, where Rosser’s battery waited with Richard
S. Ewell’s infantry brigade. Between the two crossings was Blackburn’s Ford. Due to the terrain,
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the Confederates defending this crossing had a weaker position. General Tyler’s division
attempted to cross at Blackburn’s Ford in order to determine the strength of the Confederate
defenses at the crossing. Downstream, Rosser wanted to fire on visible Union troops on the
opposite bank, but Ewell ordered him to wait.123 Tyler first brought up artillery, and then infantry
in order to probe the Confederates.124 Patrick O’Rourke, who had graduated first in the June
class, was serving as an aide to Tyler along with Upton. As the infantry entered the battle,
O’Rourke described Upton’s first experience in combat, writing “Lt. Upton and myself [rode]
down into the woods to see how it felt to be under such a fire.”125 An officer of the 12th New
York saw Upton ride up to the regiment to rally them. He described Upton as “evince[ing]
wonderful coolness and bravery,” and recalled how Upton encouraged his men forward by
telling them that, “he too is of New York… and her sons should not flinch before the rebels.”126
Upton’s chance to be under fire arrived, and he demonstrated innate ability to lead. Tyler
eventually retreated back to Centerville with the knowledge that the Confederate position was
too strong for a frontal assault. Rosser’s battery, further downstream, was not engaged, “thus
disappointing as brave and efficient a command as any in the engagement on that memorable
day,” according to his commanding officer.127
On the same day, out in the Valley, Johnston was ordered to move to Beauregard’s
assistance. He left Winchester and marched his men through Ashby’s Gap to Piedmont Station
on the Manassas Gap railroad.128 Johnston loaded his infantry onto railroad cars in order to save
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valuable time. Johnston’s troops began arriving at Manassas Junction that evening. O’Rourke
described how “cars were heard constantly arriving at and departing from Manassas during the
whole night.”129 Johnston’s cavalry and artillery, including Pelham with the Alburtis Battery,
made the sixty-mile march to Manassas by road, arriving early in the morning of Sunday, July
21.130 Pelham was informed before dawn that the elderly Captain Alburtis was ill, and that he
was in command of the battery that day.131

Figure 8. Troop movements on the morning of the July 21.132
With their combined numbers brought up to 32,000 men, Beauregard and Johnston
planned to attack at dawn before the Federals could get reinforcements. McDowell also planned
to attack on Sunday morning, even as elements from Johnston’s army continued to arrive at
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Manassas Junction. At 2:30 in the morning, McDowell sent two of his divisions on a flank march
toward the Confederate left to cross at Sudley Springs Ford to the north. With them went
Rickett’s and Griffin’s batteries of Regular artillery, with Lieutenants Kirby and Ames. Their
objective would be to turn the Confederate flank after a march of twelve miles. For the
inexperienced northern troops, it would be their first test.
George Custer, who had graduated last in the June class, carried messages from the War
Department in Washington to McDowell. Custer arrived at Manassas early in the morning of
July 21. He “had the good fortune” to find his friend Kingsbury, McDowell’s aide, at
headquarters. Custer remembered, “As I sat on the ground sipping my coffee, and heartily
enjoying my first breakfast in the field, Kingsbury…informed me of the general movement then
begun by the army, and of the attack which was to be made on Beauregard’s forces that day.”133
While McDowell’s flanking column headed to get into the Confederate rear, the rest of
his army demonstrated at major crossings. The first shot was fired at the Stone Bridge, where
Tyler’s division was demonstrating. Peter C. Hains, of the June class, in command of a thirtypound Parrott rifle, fired the first shot.134 The flank march was fraught with delays, and as the
sun came up, Confederate signal officers spotted the column heading to turn their flank. One
Confederate brigade rushed to delay it, deploying below Matthews Hill south of Sudley Ford.
The Federals were slow to cross Bull Run, giving time for southern reinforcements to come up.
The two sides quickly clashed, and the fight was underway. As both Union divisions crossed the
ford, their line began to overlap the Confederate line. Two more brigades rushed to Matthews
Hill, but Federal artillery prevented additional reinforcements. The Confederates fell back.135
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Figure 9. The fight for Matthew’s Hill.136
As the flanking column continued to come up, Griffin and Rickett’s batteries joined the
fight. Their rifled guns were easily able to shell the Confederate infantry retreating from
Matthew’s Hill. Ames, in command of a section of Griffin’s Battery, was wounded in the leg
early in the battle and was unable to ride. However, he stayed with his guns. Griffin specifically
mentioned him in his report, describing how Ames “sat by his command directing the fire, being
helped on and off the caisson during the different changes of front or position, refusing to leave
the field until he became too weak to sit up.”137 By remaining with his section, Ames revealed
himself as the dedicated and disciplined soldier that the Point had trained him to be.
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McDowell, fearing for his flank movement, ordered Tyler to press his attack to prevent
the Confederates from advancing to meet it. Kingsbury carried the orders to Tyler. There was
some confusion about the order, and McDowell later recalled that Kingsbury explained to Tyler
that the message was as McDowell had given it to him.138 Tyler crossed Bull Run with two of his
brigades at a ford just upstream of the bridge, as the Federals were fearful that the bridge had
been mined. Upton crossed with the 69th New York Infantry regiment, and almost immediately
came under fire. He was wounded in the arm, and his horse was shot out from under him, but he
remained on the field.139
The Confederates fell back from Matthew’s Hill to make a stand on Henry Hill to the
south. McDowell felt he had won the battle and did not immediately attack the Confederate
center at Henry Hill. This allowed them time to reform and organize a defense. Johnston ordered
Pelham and the Alburtis Battery to the front with other available artillery. General Thomas J.
Jackson arrived on Henry Hill with his brigade to support the Confederates falling back from
Matthews Hill. He organized his troops on the reverse slope of the hill. Jackson had thirteen
pieces of artillery, including the four-gun battery attached to his brigade and Pelham’s four guns.
He positioned these on the slight ridge in front of his infantry, placing Pelham on the far right.140
With a borrowed horse, Upton rejoined Tyler and General Erasmus Keyes’s brigade for
an attempted assault on the Confederate right flank during the lull in the fighting. Keyes quickly
met with resistance from elements of Confederate infantry and artillery. The Confederate
artillery included Pelham, unlimbered “on a hill commanding the line of approach of the
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enemy.”141 During the attack, Upton and other members of Tyler’s staff, as “the only mounted
officers,” were “exposed to this fire…as we were necessarily very prominent.”142 Under orders
from Tyler, Upton attempted to rally one regiment from Connecticut to take a Confederate
battery, riding up to them and shouting, “Boys of old Connecticut, there is a battery on the brow
of yonder hill. I want you to follow me, and you shall have the right of capturing it. Will you
follow?”143 Fueled by Upton’s words, the regiment was ready to follow him, even as Confederate
fire increased. However, under heavy fire, Keyes ordered a retreat and the brigade fell back. The
focus of the battle shifted towards the west slope of Henry Hill.144

Figure 10. Keyes’s thrust at Jackson’s right.145
Rosser, at Union Mills Ford, waited with his four twelve-pound howitzers and Ewell’s
infantry brigade on the Confederate right flank. Beauregard and Johnston’s plan called for Ewell
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to make an offensive thrust towards Centerville in the morning, but orders never arrived.
McDowell’s flank attack upset the Confederate offensive plan. Close enough to hear the action,
Rosser “kept his battery continually unlimbered, ready for action,” while the rest of the
Washington Artillery was deployed on Henry Hill. 146 Ewell received orders to cross the creek
late, when the battle was already underway. Shortly after, counterorders arrived from Beauregard
and Johnston for Ewell to return to shore up the Confederates retreating off Matthews Hill.147
Following Keyes’s attack, McDowell ordered two of his batteries forward to oppose the
Confederate artillery on Henry Hill. For the second time that day, Kingsbury carried orders that
significantly influenced the battle. He delivered McDowell’s orders to Captain Ricketts,
instructing him to move his rifled battery to Henry Hill, less than 400 yards from the Confederate
guns. McDowell also ordered Griffin’s Battery forward, but almost no infantry was to go with
them to support the guns. As the batteries unlimbered, they came under fire from Confederate
artillery almost immediately. Even with outdated guns, the Confederate batteries could easily
reach Ricketts and Griffin. On the other hand, the Federals rifled guns were less effective with
their targets in such short range. The artillery duel that commenced was fierce. Pelham wrote of
it, “rifle balls fell like hail around me. Shells burst and scattered their fragments through my
battery.” Under fire for the first time, he continued, “the whistling bullets and shells were music
to me, I gloried in it— it delighted and fascinated me— I feared not death in any forms.”148
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Most of the infantry support for Rickett’s Battery was driven off by Confederate fire.
What was left was lost when Colonel J.E.B. Stuart’s First Virginia Cavalry charged the guns.
Kirby, commanding a section of Rickett’s guns, ordered his men to fire canister at the horsemen.
Another gunner recalled Kirby’s coolness under fire, how “above the uproar and confusion came
Kirby's cool order.”149 Two of Griffin’s guns were captured by Confederate infantry. Almost
immediately, a New York regiment arrived to support the artillery and recaptured the guns. With
all of the battery horses dead, however, the guns could not be moved, and the Confederates
captured them again.150

Figure 11. The battle for Henry Hill.151
Jackson then took the offensive. He ordered his brigade to charge Ricketts’s Battery.
Pummeled by the unequal artillery duel and lacking horses, the guns could not be moved.
Ricketts himself had been wounded four times. As Jackson advanced, Kirby and the other
lieutenants desperately attempted to rally the remaining Federal infantry to their support. The
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battery fired canister shot at Jackson’s advance to no effect. Douglas Ramsey, the first lieutenant,
was killed when Jackson’s men swept over the guns and captured them along with their wounded
commander. Command to the battery fell to Kirby, who had no way to recapture his guns or
move them if he did.152 O.O. Howard, Kirby’s former instructor, arrived on the field with his
brigade at the same time. He described meeting Kirby coming off the field, “I found Kirby in
rather a critical place with one caisson that day. His face was covered with blood but not his
own. Somebody had fired a ball through his poor horses’ nose and spattered him.”153 He was a
far cry from the young cadet that had attended Howard’s prayer meetings two months earlier.
The battle swirled around Rickett’s prostrate guns as both sides attempted to take control
of Henry Hill. Federal regiments were sent in piecemeal and the battery changed hands multiple
times. In order to protect his own artillery, Jackson ordered it to withdraw from Henry Hill
during the counterattack by William T. Sherman’s brigade. Pelham limbered up and fell back
with the other batteries. As Sherman continued to advance, an officer in another battery recalled
Pelham going into battery to fire on Sherman, saying “‘I'll be dogged if I'm going any further
back.’” Pelham’s actions “performed most valuable service in stopping the advance of a Federal
brigade.” The officer described Pelham as “afterwards the most distinguished artillery officer in
the Army of Northern Virginia.”154 The final elements of Federal infantry were driven off Henry
Hill and joined the rest of the Federals in an orderly, if disorganized, retreat.
Rosser, with Ewell’s brigade, arrived on the battlefield as it was over. Rosser’s
commanding officer noted that, “notwithstanding the battery was moved at trot and the
cannoneers at a double-quick the entire distance from Union Mills Ford.”155 In contrast to his
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classmates, Rosser and his unit were not seriously engaged. Confederate reinforcements
continued to arrive from Manassas Junction, and the epicenter of the battle shifted to Chinn
Ridge to the west, where Howard’s brigade extended the right flank of McDowell’s army.
Although not yet engaged, Howard’s men had marched to the field in the heat of the day. Fresh
Confederate troops drove them off the ridge in disarray. Confederate cavalry and artillery fire
helped to panic the exhausted Federals, and the retreat turned into a rout back to Centerville and
then onto Washington. The Confederates, victorious but just as disorganized, did not pursue
them.156
Left behind on Henry Hill were eight artillery pieces and numerous prisoners. Among
them were Captain Ricketts and two of Pelham’s former classmates who were officers in Regular
infantry regiments, Ford Kent and Sheldon Sturgeon.157 Two of the captured cannons were from
Griffin’s Battery, guns that Pelham recognized as the former “West Point battery that I have
drilled with so often,”158 “every gun a personal friend” to the cadets who had trained with it.159
More artillery pieces were abandoned in retreat and captured by the Confederates, who badly
needed the ten- and twelve-pounder rifled pieces as replacements for their outdated six-pounder
guns.160 According to Pelham, “they had the best Artillery trains and equipage I ever beheld, but
we have them now.” He described walking over the field after the battle, and observing the
carnage left behind. He wrote to his parents, revealing a warrior’s appeal for battle but also
consciousness of its cost, “war is not glorious as novelists would have us believe. It is only when
we are in the heat and flush of battle that it is fascinating and interesting. It is only then that we
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enjoy it. When we forget ourselves and revel in the destruction we are dealing around us. I am
now ashamed of the feelings I had in those hours of danger.”161
The Union army marched back to Washington the night of July 21 in a heavy rain. Ames,
unable to ride, retreated in the back of a jostling ambulance. Kirby managed to haul off six of his
caissons, three limbers, and the battery’s forge off the field, but in the retreat abandoned all but
the limbers.162 The performance of the professional officers of McDowell’s army was a bright
spot in the army’s conduct that day, including some of West Point’s most recent graduates.
Scattered among the staff and Regular units, and despite a lack of experience, these new officers
performed well. Kingsbury, as McDowell’s aide, worked despite the absence of a large official
staff. In his report of the battle, McDowell singled out his staff officers, writing, “they did
everything in their power, exposing themselves freely when required, and doing all that men
could do.”163 Tyler also gave credit to his staff, including Upton, “my thanks are due to [my
staff] for gallant conduct and the prompt and valuable assistance they rendered me.” Tyler also
commended Upton for staying on the field despite being wounded early in the day.164
McDowell’s chief of artillery also credited the performance of his officers, including
Kirby and Ames, describing them as “manfully [standing] by their guns with a courage and
devotion worthy of the highest commendation,” despite being “exposed throughout the day to a
galling fire of artillery and small-arms, several times charged by cavalry, and more than once
abandoned by their infantry supports.”165 Colonel Col. Samuel P. Heintzelman, commanding the
division that included Rickett’s Battery, noted, “Lieutenant Kirby behaved with great
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gallantry.”166 Ames, who had continued to “gallantly serve”167 with the battery after being
wounded, received a brevet promotion to major after the battle. In 1893, for his actions at
Manassas, Ames was awarded the Medal of Honor.168
Pelham also received praise for his performance. Jackson mentioned him in his report,
writing, “the battery under Lieutenant Pelham came into action on the same line as the others;
and nobly did the artillery maintain its position for hours against the enemy’s advancing
thousands.”169 Pelham reported to his father that he “was complimented several times on the
field of battle by general officers and a great many times after the battle was over by other
officers.”170
West Point’s influence on the war is readily apparent in the performance of six members
of the Class of 1861 in the First Battle of Manassas. Six of them emerged from the battle as
leaders. They demonstrated ability, bravery and coolness under fire in their first test of war. All
of them provided invaluable service in training volunteer troops or leading them into battle.
Pelham, who had drilled his battery into an effective fighting force, wrote of their performance,
“My men were cool and brave and made terrible havoc on the enemy. They fought better than I
expected they would. The highest praise is due them.”171 The discipline and professionalism that
characterized training at West Point proved incredibly crucial in creating volunteer units who
could fight, and officers to lead them. The Academy shaped them into great soldiers, and they
displayed this at Manassas.
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Their class motto, faithful unto death, inspired faith and duty to one’s country. The war
changed the meaning of duty for some of them. Pelham was determined to fight for his nascent
country, even if that included fighting his West Point classmates. He justified his actions and
commitment to the Confederate cause, writing to his father after the battle, “I see the horrors of
war, but it was necessary. We are battling for our rights and homes. Ours is a just war, a holy
cause. The invader must meet the fate he deserves and we must meet him as becomes us, as
becomes men.”172 His friend Kirby was far more reticent to fight, but still dedicated to the
country, explaining to his brother, “I should dislike very much indeed to fight in this country yet
I am determined to use my better influence for the cause.”173 On the other hand, Upton remained
passionately devoted to the Union. Defeat at Manassas did not dampen his enthusiasm, he
affirmed his belief in the Union, writing, “I am fighting for right…I desire no more happy or
glorious death than on the battle-field in the defense of our flag. I owe all to the Government.”174
Causes were different, but the desire to remain faithful to duty was clear.
The definition of duty for the Class of 1861 was also influenced by the parting that
occurred at West Point in their senior year. Their class motto also included faithfulness towards
one another. It was nearly impossible for the class to be faithful to each other when duty placed
them on opposite sides, separated by only 300 yards and the smoke of battle. Manassas was far
from the only time this occurred during the war, and the officers of the Class of ’61 were not the
only graduates that fought their classmates. McDowell and Beauregard both gradated the Class
of 1838.175 However, the class tragically broke up while still cadets at West Point at the same
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time the country was breaking up. So recently friends, it took just three months for them to meet
on the battlefield as enemies.
Manassas was the first test, and the Class of 1861 rose to meet it. In the coming Peninsula
Campaign, all six of them would command artillery batteries, and rise in the ranks rapidly. By
early 1863, Kingsbury, Pelham and Kirby exemplified their class motto to the utmost, dying in
battle in service to a cause. All three were widely lamented by their armies, and by friends on
both sides of the war.176 Their class had a casualty rate of sixty-five percent during the war. It
also had more than its share of Boy Generals. Fourteen were generals in both armies at the end of
the war. Rosser, Upton and Ames were major-generals and division commanders. In addition to
Ames, four others received the Medal of the Honor.177 The class was not only faithful, but also
created an excellent military record that credited the institution that had trained them.
At the outset of the Spanish-American War, nearly four decades after the fight between
Upton and Gibbes had first begun to break up the Corps, the class gained one more general. In
1898, Tom Rosser, formerly a major-general of Confederate cavalry, received his commission as
a brigadier-general of U.S. Volunteers. By holding that distinction in two armies, Rosser finally
earned the appointment that he had spent nearly five years at West Point training for.178
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